S1 Supplementary figures
. The dependence of t c on the network size and average degree for BA random network. We show 20 realizations of fraction of active nodes f a for each BA network with average degree k and with network size N = 10 3 (left) and N = 10 4 (right) for first (a,b) 20000 steps and (c,d) 300 steps. From these realizations we calculate mean and standard deviation of t c for each BA network with average degree k (e,f). We use model with fixed parameters p = 0.003, r = 0.8, q = 0.99 and T h = 0.5. Figure S2 . The dependence of t c on the average clustering coefficient and transitivity for BA random networks with tunable clustering. Similarly as in Fig. S1 , we show 20 realizations of fraction of active nodes f a for each BA network with tuned clustering 1 with network size (a) N = 10 3 and (b) N = 10 4 . From these realizations we calculate mean and standard deviation of t c for each BA network with tuned clustering and show t c dependence on (c,d) average clustering coefficient and (e,f) transitivity. We use model with fixed parameters p = 0.003, r = 0.8, q = 0.99 and T h = 0.5. Figure S3 . A realization of model dynamics on technical networks (I). Shown are (a) fraction of active nodes f a as dynamics output of decaying model with fixed parameters p = 0.003, r = 0.8, q = 0.99 and T h = 0.5 and (b) initial degree distribution, for physical infrastructure networks (US Power Grid, 2 Euro Road, 3 Open Flights 4, 5 and US Airports 4, 5 ). Figure S4 . A realization of model dynamics on collaborative networks (giant components). Shown are (a) fraction of active nodes f a as dynamics output of decaying model with fixed parameters p = 0.003, r = 0.8, q = 0.99 and T h = 0.5 and (b) initial degree distribution, for giant components of scientific collaboration networks 6 (CondMat, HepTh, NetScience). Figure S5 . A realization of model dynamics on collaborative networks. Shown are (a) fraction of active nodes f a as dynamics output of decaying model with fixed parameters p = 0.003, r = 0.8, q = 0.99 and T h = 0.5 and (b) initial degree distribution, for scientific collaboration networks 6 (CondMat, HepTh, NetScience). Figure S6 . A realization of model dynamics on networks from social systems (I). Shown are (a) fraction of active nodes f a as dynamics output of decaying model with fixed parameters p = 0.003, r = 0.8, q = 0.99 and T h = 0.5 and (b) initial degree distribution, for interaction networks in online social networking platforms 7 (ego-Facebook, ego-Twitter, ego-gPlus). Figure S12 . A realization of model dynamics on technical networks (II). Shown are (a) fraction of active nodes f a as dynamics output of decaying model with fixed parameters p = 0.003, r = 0.8, q = 0.99 and T h = 0.5 and (b) initial degree distribution, for computer networks 15 that include networks of autonomous systems of the Internet from CAIDA and Route Views projects (AS-733, Oregon1, Oregon2) together with peer-to-peer file sharing network Gnutella. Table S1 . List of the real networks used in the study with their corresponding structural properties and data sources. From left to right, we report: network name, data source where the network was retrieved, number of nodes, number of links, mean degree, degree variance, number of loops, number of connected components, size of the giant component, clustering coefficient, transitivity, estimated power law exponent, standard error of the power law exponent and minimal degree for the estimated power law exponent. Table S2 . Analysis of t c for real networks. From left to right, we report: network name, number of nodes, mean degree, mean t c , standard deviation of t c , mean and standard deviation of the start of crash period (after that time point, the fraction of active nodes is below threshold), mean and standard deviation of the end of crash period (after that time point, the fraction of active nodes decreased below 1 − r) and finally mean and standard deviation for the difference between end and start crash time. We use 20 realizations of model with p = 0.003, q = 0.99, r = 0.8, and T h = 0.5.
